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 English: Vocabulary: (Do this task in Notebook-1) 
(A) Match the words of a column with b column: 

A B 
1.Watering cans Sun, birds, trees & plants  
2.Good morning Robin & Jay    
3.Mama & Papa 

Sparrows 
Thirsty plants   

4.Two birds converse Feed the babies    
 

(B) Jumbled words: 
1. nginorm -  
2. lebtees -  
3. lpayndroug -  
4. ynnfu –  
5. veslea –  
6. ranchb –  
7.  urnipt -  

(c) Spelling task: 
Read the given below sentences very carefully, spot the wrong spellings and rewrite the 
correct spelling: 
1. Two little sparrows were waiting for the papa saprrow and mama saprrow . 
2. Robin and jay are convresing in the poem. 
3. There was dance and music in the graedn. 
4. Good monrning, sun, godo morning birds. 

[Time: 15 Minutes                                   MI: Verbal             RBT:  Application] 
 
Maths: Calculation Task:- Solve the following sums given below.(Do this task in Notebook-1) 

1) 768 + 315 
2) 248 + 305 
3) 435 + 987 
4) 76 + 596 
5) 454 + 271 
6) 432 + 209 

   [Time: 20 minutes              MI: Logical                         RBT: Application] 

EVS: Logical Thinking:Revise Chapters 1 – 5 for logical questions.(Do this task in Notebook-2) 
(A) Copy the questions and choose the correct option from the answers given below.                                                                                                             
1. People who live near rivers and lakes stay in ____________. 
a. Tents            b. House boats   c. Igloos 
2.  People living together in a house is called a _____________. 
a. family            b. cousin               c. members 
3. _______________ is the purest form of water. 
a. pond   b. lake                        c. rain 
4. ____________ of different plants have different shapes and sizes. 



a   roots               b. leaves                         c. stem 
5. Plants need ____________ water and air to grow. 
a. carbohydrate   b. oxygen   c. sunlight 
6. Some animals like lion, tiger, and snake eat other animals. They are called ______________    
animals. 
a. plant eating   b. flesh eating  c. both a and b 

 
[Time: 15 minutes                       MI: Logical and Verbal                          RBT: Analysis] 
 

 
 

 


